Astronomy and space science outreach to the Hispanic community in Madison has taken many forms and presents many challenges. With support from WSGC, UW Space Place has experimented with a wide variety of Spanish-language outreach, including both bi-lingual (English presentation with simultaneous translation into Spanish) and Spanish-only interactive sessions, lectures in Spanish, star parties with Spanish interpreters present, community science "fairs" targeted for the Spanish-speaking community, and Spanish translations of exhibit materials. (See proceedings paper from last year.) In addition to the program development itself, each of these types of outreach requires Spanish-language promotional materials, support materials (e.g. agendas and event maps), and supplementary materials, such as take-home brochures. Thus, the simple-sounding process of translation itself arises constantly, although in different contexts, from beginning to end. I report here on the particular matter of translating outreach material of various sorts into Spanish. The appendix to this report contains examples of this translation work, funded entirely by WSGC.
Introduction
Astronomy and space science outreach to the Hispanic community in Madison has taken many forms and presents many challenges. With support from WSGC, UW Space Place has experimented with a wide variety of Spanish-language outreach, including both bi-lingual (English presentation with simultaneous translation into Spanish) and Spanish-only interactive sessions, lectures in Spanish, star parties with Spanish interpreters present, community science "fairs" targeted for the Spanish-speaking community, and Spanish translations of exhibit materials. (See proceedings paper from last year.) In addition to the program development itself, each of these types of outreach requires Spanish-language promotional materials, support materials (e.g. agendas and event maps), and supplementary materials, such as take-home brochures. Thus, the simple-sounding process of translation itself arises constantly, although in different contexts, from beginning to end. I report here on the particular matter of translating outreach material of various sorts into Spanish. The appendix to this report contains examples of this translation work, funded entirely by WSGC.
Types of Materials and Translators
When it comes to translation, there is an important distinction between promotional/support materials and the program content and take-home materials. The first rarely depend on any scientific content (except perhaps as illustrations) and are intended only to draw attention to the program, portray it as appealing, and make the logistics (such as place and time) clear. On the other hand, program content and supplementary materials are far more demanding of the writer or translator. As an educational enterprise, it is very important that a scientific discussion should introduce appropriate terminology in Spanish for the objects, processes, etc. that are part of the lesson. It is not hard to imagine how a simple dictionary lookup of technical terms could lead to Spanish expressions that diverge from what would be normal usage by Spanish-speaking scientists.
Items like advertisements and agendas, then, can be composed or translated into Spanish by nearly any competent writer with command of Spanish. But reliable scientific language requires a translator with some significant background in science, and they can be hard to locate.
Recommendations
We have found that the talents of foreign graduate students and post-doctoral fellows in the University of Wisconsin System are a potentially excellent pool of scientifically literate native Spanish speakers who are often willing to do translation on a contract basis. A centralized registry to match up providers with those in need of such services could be a useful contribution to the science outreach community across the entire state.
Masa es una medida de cuánta materia contiene un objeto. Si viajamos a otro planeta, todavía tenemos la misma cantidad de masa pero nuestro peso cambia.
Peso es una medida de la atracción de gravedad entre usted y el planeta en el que está parado. Su peso cambiará dependiendo de la masa del planeta y a qué distancia está usted del centro de dicho planeta.
¿Qué sabe de cada uno de los planetas? ¿Qué tanta masa tiene y qué grande (qué distancia hay del centro del planeta a la superficie) es? Prediga si su peso será mayor o menor en cada planeta. Luego haga los cálculos para cada planeta y vea si su predicción es correcta. 
